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When they go out to hope to be able to work with in the company of the same, 
than in the office, more willing to choose in the outer office, with the idea of people 
is a lot of. If outside the office also can be created with the same office office 
conditions, can whenever and wherever possible access processing documents, and 
modify. So, in order to take what information and worry, every day is full of a lot of 
data packet in the paper to work of the problem does not exist. And, and closed in 
the office all day depressed compared, go outside more easily stimulate the spark of 
inspiration! If with the help of the mobile office technology can be out of the site as 
a "mobile office" to use, will be a major change to the existing way of working, more 
related to the work success. 
Mobile middleware platform develops fast in recent years, complex functions 
could be transferred to server-side to be calculated. This platform could reduce the 
complexity, limitation and huge cost of server-side by virtue of processing capacity 
of server-side. In the meanwhile, this platform could transfer parts of processing to 
native place to implement through increasing capability of mobile phone, which 
reach high treatment efficiency and fluent business. Consequently, depending on 
mobile middleware technology, mobile office system based on smartphone is 
developed into a hot researching direction of computer software.  
Based on current cable office out of the way of the comprehensive analysis, 
found the cable office there is not total, and combined with the present mobile office 
business development status and needs, to mobile middleware platform as the 
research foundation, proposed the use of mobile middleware platform, based on 
intelligent mobile phone, give full play to the characteristics of compatibility and 
terminal mobility platform research subject to design and development of mobile 
office system, it can make people according to the contents of freedom of choice 
office work, more convenient, more efficient way of working. This paper focuses on 
the research is based on a mobile office system of the intelligent mobile phone, fully 















achieve the work, this thesis main contents are as follows. 
First of all, the writer analyzes the background, significance andresearching 
status at home and abroad and leads to the key researching contents of thesis and 
makes analysis and introduction of key technology. 
Secondly, based on the investigating in actual work, the writer edits  official 
document, announcement, address book and mail of mobile office system. 
Processing modeling through modeling language tools, making analysis of business 
requirement, function requirement and non-functional requirement and conclude 
entire requirement of system. 
Finally, combine with relevant technology of ExMobi mobile middleware 
platform, make description of official document, announcement, address book and 
mail, key technology, system implementation and test conclusion, introduce the 
whole process of mobile office system based on mobile ExMobi middleware 
technology and smartphone office system. 
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